Technology update: intracardiac echocardiography – a review of the literature
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Abstract: The development of new imaging tools helps in better investigation of cardiac structures and function by showing detailed images during interventional procedures. Intracardiac echocardiography plays a pivotal role as an intraoperative real-time imaging tool during invasive cardiac procedures. Initially, this echocardiographic technique was particularly useful when transthoracic image quality was insufficient and to avoid general anesthesia for transesophageal imaging. Nowadays, intracardiac echocardiography is routinely used in several cardiac invasive laboratories to support several types of procedures, such as extraction and implantation of cardiac devices, electrophysiological mapping, ablation, and endomyocardial biopsies. This review gives an overview of the basic principles of intracardiac echocardiography and examines its applications in the different settings of invasive cardiology.
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Introduction
Ultrasound devices have had a great technological development in the past decades, with growing diagnostic accuracy and a broadening range of clinical applications, being now an essential tool for evaluation and treatment of various diseases. Particularly, in the field of interventional cardiology, the introduction of intracardiac echocardiography (ICE), with its power to visualize cardiac structures and blood flow from the inside, has brought a very useful support in several procedures. First described in 1981,1 ICE is now widely used in cardiac catheterization laboratories and in electrophysiology as an advanced imaging approach, allowing for an accurate percutaneous placement of catheters, closure devices, and prosthetic heart valves. This echocardiographic technique has contributed to increased safety and reduced radiation exposure time in complex procedures. Compared with transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), ICE has the same image quality but a broader view due to the major maneuverability of the catheter and important advantages both for the operator and for the patient. Unlike TEE, which requires the presence of a dedicated sonographer, the ICE catheter could be controlled by the cardiologist performing the procedure. It is also better tolerated by the patient and does not require general anesthesia.2 On the other hand, specific training is essential for the cardiologist to become confident with this technique. The principal disadvantage is represented by its additional cost. This article provides a comprehensive review of the current technology for ICE and its growing applications in the setting of interventional cardiology.
Technical features

ICE uses a catheter-based steerable ultrasound probe that is introduced into the right heart chambers displaying cardiac structures from the inside (Figure 1A). The phased-array catheter system (Acuson AcuNav ultrasound catheter, Siemens, Mountain View, CA, USA) presents a handle component and a catheter provided with a 64-element transducer, scanning longitudinally and providing a 90° sector image, with a frequency ranging 5–10 MHz and a tissue penetration that can reach approximately 15 mm. This system has replaced the older rotational catheter, which provided images in a 360° radial plane with poor spatial resolution (5 cm). The phased-array catheter is characterized by a higher tissue penetration, giving the possibility to visualize left cardiac structures with the probe located in the right chambers. Other features are represented by optimal maneuverability, with the possibility of anterior/posterior and left/right deflection of the catheter and a blockage system holding the probe in the desired position during the procedure (Figure 1B). The system includes the presence of full-color Doppler capabilities.

The probe used for ICE has a diameter that varies from 8 Fr to 10 Fr, with a length of 90 cm, and is introduced with a vascular approach (femoral or jugular) requiring only local anesthesia and is thus well tolerated.

The transducer can be variably positioned to obtain optimal imaging during cardiac procedures. In the so-called “home view”, the probe is located in the middle of the right atrium, is slightly deflected anteriorly, and shows the right heart from the atrium toward the right ventricle (Figures 2A and 3A). With a 30° clockwise rotation, it is possible to visualize aortic and tricuspid valves, right ventricle outflow tract, and pulmonary artery (Figures 2B and 3B); while turning 60°–70° clockwise from the home view, without deflection, it is possible to view the interatrial septum, left atrium (LA) and left atrial appendage (LAA), mitral valve (MV), and left ventricle (Figures 2C and 3C). However, for a better visualization of the fossa ovalis (FO), it is necessary to turn beyond MV, with the catheter deflected posteriorly, exercising a right/left deflection (Figures 2D and 3D). By a further clockwise rotation of 90°–100°, without deflection, the left pulmonary veins (PVs) are visualized (Figures 4A and 5A). Color-Doppler imaging could be used for a noninvasive imaging of blood flow through veins and valves. The view is completed with the display of the right PVs obtained by shifting and rotating the catheter 150°–180° clockwise (Figures 4B and 5B): a longitudinal view of the PVs is obtained by deflecting the probe on a left/right plane. From the home view in the middle right atrium, it is possible to deflect anteriorly and move the catheter forward in the right ventricle, then turn clockwise to show the interventricular septum (Figures 4C and 5C), and further deflect the probe to change from a long-axis to a short-axis view (Figures 4D and 5D).

Clinical applications

Transesophageal echocardiography (two-dimensional and RT three-dimensional [3D] TEE) is widely accepted for intraprocedural imaging modalities for many cardiac interventions. In the recent years, ICE has been increasingly used in a number of interventional procedures such as device closure of interatrial communications and ablation of cardiac arrhythmias. ICE may provide potential advantages, such as avoidance of general anesthesia and reduction of radiation exposure. However, the additional cost and the need for specific operator skills remain its limitations. Currently, ICE can be considered as an alternative or supplementary guiding tool in cardiac interventional procedures, such as in percutaneous valvular implantation and valvuloplasty, lead extraction, and endomyocardial biopsy. In order to improve safety and outcome of these procedures, randomized multicenter trials regarding ICE guidance are needed.

The main interventional procedures performed with ICE systems are the following:
Figure 2 Cardiac chambers by intracardiac echocardiography.
Notes: (A–D) a schematic view of cardiac chambers from the so called home-view in the middle of the right atrium, through slightly deflected anteriorly and subsequent clockwise rotation in order to display the other cardiac structures.
Abbreviations: AO, aorta; CS, coronary sinus; LA, left atrium; LAA, left atrial appendage; LV, left ventricle; MV, mitral valve; PA, pulmonary artery; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; TV, tricuspid valve.

1. transseptal puncture and interatrial defect closure
2. percutaneous valvular implantation and valvuloplasty
3. ablation of complex arrhythmias
4. lead extraction and device-related endocarditis
5. endomyocardial biopsy.

Transseptal puncture and interatrial communication closure
Transseptal access to the LA is a prerequisite for several procedures: atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation, MV valvuloplasty, and LAA closure. ICE has been demonstrated to be particularly...

Figure 3 Real-time acquisition by intracardiac echocardiography.
Notes: (A–D) comparison of the imaging from the schematic view to real time acquisition.
Abbreviations: AO, aorta; LA, left atrium; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; RVOT, right ventricle outflow tract.
Figure 4 Cardiac chambers and vessels by intracardiac echocardiography.  
**Notes:** (A–D) from the view for the visualization of fossa ovalis, we can visualize the left PVs by a further clockwise rotation of 90°–100° degrees. The view is completed with the display of the right PVs obtained shifting and rotating the catheter 150°–180° degrees clockwise: a longitudinal view of the veins is warranted deflecting the probe on a left/right plane. From the home view in middle RA it is possible to deflect anteriorly and move the catheter forward in the right ventricle, then turning clockwise to show the interventricular septum, and further deflect the probe to change from a long-axis to a short-axis view.  
**Abbreviations:** RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle; LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; LIPV, left inferior pulmonary vein; LSPV, left superior pulmonary vein; RIPV, right inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV, right superior pulmonary vein; SVC, superior vena cava.

useful to achieve a safe transseptal puncture (especially in the presence of anatomical anomalies of the interatrial septum). The localization of the needle tip position on the atrial septum and the clear visualization of the “tenting effect” on the FO are important advantages of this technique. The usefulness of ICE is evident above all in patients with implanted devices for patent foramen ovale or atrial septal defect closure, in which transseptal puncture may prove to be particularly challenging. Venous

Figure 5 Real-time acquisition by intracardiac echocardiography.  
**Notes:** (A–D) comparison of the imaging from the schematic view to real time acquisition.
ICE was compared in terms of efficacy and safety with arterial (intra-aortic) ICE in a recent study, with no major complications with the use of aortic ICE. This represents a valid alternative to venous ICE and facilitates transseptal puncture in patients with mitral stenosis undergoing valvuloplasty.6

The detailed visualization of the interatrial septum provided by ICE is also used to guide device closure of interatrial communications.7 ICE was shown to be superior to TEE in terms of fluoroscopy time and reduction in total procedure time, as well as procedure tolerability.8 Data regarding its use in children are limited. Recent findings of a retrospective study, analyzing all cases in which ICE was used during atrial septal defect or patent foramen ovale closure in 115 patients ≤21 years of age, show that ICE can be performed safely and efficaciously in a large cohort of children and adolescents undergoing percutaneous device closure of interatrial defects.9 In this study, atrial septal defect measurements obtained with ICE correlate well with those obtained preprocedurally with transthoracic echocardiography. Moreover, ICE was proved to identify with major accuracy the absence or deficiency of critical septal rims.

Some authors have also proposed the use of ICE to guide LAA closure. However, there are still few data available and TEE continues to be the first choice imaging approach used for this procedure.10,11

**Percutaneous valvular implantation and valvuloplasty**

Echocardiographic imaging is an essential component of successful transcatheter aortic valve replacement. Although TEE is actually the imaging modality of first choice as a guide to such procedure, its limitations are considerable. The most important are represented by the need for general anesthesia with endotracheal intubation in most cases and the interference generated by the probe to fluoroscopic views. Thus, ICE represents a useful alternative, especially considering the recent availability of a new volumetric 3D intracardiac ultrasound system (Siemens Acuson AcuNav V ultrasound catheter, Mountain View, CA, USA), improving the visualization of valvular, perivalvular, and aortic structures.12 Moreover, ICE may be useful in a new percutaneous approach to aortic valve disease such as retrograde double-balloon aortic valvuloplasty, a recently developed method for decreasing the transvalvular gradient alternative to the conventional single-balloon technique.13

**Ablation of complex arrhythmias**

ICE has had a major impact on electrophysiology procedures. Its contribution to the identification and targeting of arrhythmic substrates, especially when integrated to other

---

**Figure 6 Integration of intracardiac echocardiography with ventricular electronanatomic mapping.**

**Notes:** (A, B, D) Integration of intracardiac echocardiography with bipolar and unipolar left ventricular electroanatomic mapping. (C, E) Intracardiac echocardiographic views of all left ventricular layers. ICE gives an important support during ablation procedures with information about the contact between the mapping/ablating catheter and the myocardial tissue, indicating the sites where RF energy has been delivered (red tags). Comparison with electroanatomic maps may show the anatomical features of areas of potential interest and provide a real time continuous monitoring and surveillance of potential procedural complications.

**Abbreviations:** ICE, intracardiac echocardiography; RF, radiofrequency.
imaging techniques (especially electroanatomic mapping), has progressively led to a wide use of this tool in the electrophysiology laboratory. It provides information about the contact between the mapping/ablatig catheter and the myocardial tissue, showing the anatomical features of areas of electrical interest. It can also guide the catheters in complex anatomic settings such as in patients with congenital heart disease and warrants a real-time continuous monitoring and surveillance of potential procedural complications (Figure 6). All these features represent an important support during ablation procedures.

A transeptal access to the LA is required to perform AF ablation. The role of ICE in guiding transeptal puncture has already been discussed. In AF ablation in particular, ICE allows real-time direct imaging of the FO, posterior atrial wall, and aorta, helping the operator to choose with more precision the puncture site (eg, posterior region of the FO) in order to achieve maximum catheter maneuverability during mapping and ablation. Visualization of the tenting effect, position of sheath and needle, and detection of microbubbles in LA after injection of contrast dye indicating successful puncture are other useful indicators. For these reasons and for its role in guiding catheter placement during mapping and ablation, ICE gives the possibility to perform an AF ablation procedure abolishing the use of fluoroscopy. Usually integrated to other imaging techniques, ICE can give further information about the individually variable anatomy of PVs, permitting identification of their number, position, and size, as well as the presence of a common ostium and evaluation of the position, dimensions, and shape of the LAA, as well as its spatial relationship with the left PVs. It also allows precise real-time visualization of the mapping/ablatig catheter position in relation to these structures and can be used in addition to electrophysiological indices such as impedance monitoring to identify sites that are safe for energy delivery to obtain PV isolation. Furthermore, titration of radiofrequency energy based on visualization of microbubbles by ICE has been demonstrated to improve long-term outcome and reduce PV stenosis after AF ablation. ICE has also been proposed as a means to investigate the presence of a thrombus in the LAA, but evidence still shows the superiority of TEE for this purpose. Finally, ICE plays an important role in monitoring for possible intraprocedural complications, the most threatening being cardiac perforation with consequent pericardial effusion and tamponade, thromboembolism, and esophageal injury. In all these cases, an early detection warranted by ICE will lead to a prompt intervention resulting in a better final outcome.

A transeptal access to the LA is required to perform AF ablation. The role of ICE in guiding transeptal puncture has already been discussed. In AF ablation in particular, ICE allows real-time direct imaging of the FO, posterior atrial wall, and aorta, helping the operator to choose with more precision the puncture site (eg, posterior region of the FO) in order to achieve maximum catheter maneuverability during mapping and ablation. Visualization of the tenting effect, position of sheath and needle, and detection of microbubbles in LA after injection of contrast dye indicating successful puncture are other useful indicators. For these reasons and for its role in guiding catheter placement during mapping and ablation, ICE gives the possibility to perform an AF ablation procedure abolishing the use of fluoroscopy. Usually integrated to other imaging techniques, ICE can give further information about the individually variable anatomy of PVs, permitting identification of their number, position, and size, as well as the presence of a common ostium and evaluation of the position, dimensions, and shape of the LAA, as well as its spatial relationship with the left PVs. It also allows precise real-time visualization of the mapping/ablatig catheter position in relation to these structures and can be used in addition to electrophysiological indices such as impedance monitoring to identify sites that are safe for energy delivery to obtain PV isolation. Furthermore, titration of radiofrequency energy based on visualization of microbubbles by ICE has been demonstrated to improve long-term outcome and reduce PV stenosis after AF ablation. ICE has also been proposed as a means to investigate the presence of a thrombus in the LAA, but evidence still shows the superiority of TEE for this purpose. Finally, ICE plays an important role in monitoring for possible intraprocedural complications, the most threatening being cardiac perforation with consequent pericardial effusion and tamponade, thromboembolism, and esophageal injury. In all these cases, an early detection warranted by ICE will lead to a prompt intervention resulting in a better final outcome.

The contribution of ICE described in AF ablation procedures can be appreciated as well in ventricular arrhythmia ablations: the ability to visualize precise catheter position has proven to be very useful in the ablation of ventricular tachycardia (VT) originating close to delicate cardiac structures such as coronary ostia (in idiopathic VTs from Valsalva sinuses) or arteries (in epicardial ablations) or from areas in which getting a stable catheter–tissue contact can be challenging, like papillary muscles. As already discussed about AF ablation, continuous monitoring provided by ICE is very useful to prevent or rapidly treat potential complications in VT ablations too. However, the peculiar contribution of ICE in VT ablation procedures is represented by its role in the identification of the arrhythmic substrate, especially if combined with electroanatomic mapping techniques. Most VTs originate from myocardial scars secondary to ischemia and infarction or from the border zones between scars and adjacent tissue. Thus, the identification of these akinetic areas as arrhythmogenic substrate is a useful endpoint for a successful ablation. The identification of the akinetic and diskinegetic areas or aneurismatic dilatation by ICE could give additional information compared to traditional electroanatomic mapping system, defining not only the relevant arrhythmogenic myocardial areas but also the wall thickness before ablation. This imaging tool could be helpful also in the context of epicardial ablation of VT.

**Lead extraction and device-related endocarditis**

The incidence of device-related infectious complications is gradually increasing due to the growth of the number of patients with implantable pacemakers (PMs) or implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs). The infection can be limited to the device pocket causing local erythema, suppuration, or externalization.
of the generator, but it may also affect leads with consequent risk of sepsis, valvular (tricuspid) endocarditis, and pulmonary septic embolism with dissemination of the infectious disease. The diagnosis of infective endocarditis is made using the modified Duke criteria, mainly based on echocardiographic and blood culture results. In device-related endocarditis in particular, extraction of the entire system is required to eradicate the infection. Moreover, the presence of intracardiac vegetations has an important impact in terms of prognosis and treatment, requiring a prolonged antibiotic therapy compared to device infection without the involvement of intracardiac structures. Thus, ICE plays a key role in the diagnosis and treatment of device-related infections, providing an excellent imaging of right-sided PM/ICD leads, prosthetic valves, and cardiac structures, proven to be superior to TEE in detecting signs of infectious involvement, guiding the procedures of lead extraction and monitoring for complications.29,30

Endomyocardial biopsy
In regard to endomyocardial biopsy, ICE is an optimal imaging tool to guide the procedure, with direct visualization of the biopsy zone and real-time monitoring of potential adverse effects. Although right ventricular endomyocardial biopsy is routinely performed in many cardiac catheterization laboratories, it remains a potentially harmful procedure. Thus, the support of ICE could be particularly helpful. During endomyocardial biopsy, ICE guides the choice of the optimal sampling site, making at the same time possible to monitor for complications. This is of remarkable importance if the procedure involves high-risk structures like papillary muscle and/or cardiac wall affected by pathological processes that reduce thickness and modify tissue architecture (eg, the fibrofatty replacement typical of arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy). Moreover, directing a biopsy to an intracardiac mass is extremely difficult with fluoroscopic or echocardiographic guidance. The use of ICE facilitates biopsies of such lesions and, also imaging them with high resolution, plays a fundamental role in the differential diagnosis of intracardiac neoplasms.31 Several case reports highlight the importance, the usefulness, and the safety of ICE during the diagnostic pathway of cardiac tumors.32,33

Future perspectives
In the next future, clinical applications of ICE are expected to expand. As already discussed, the experience of its use in LAA closure is still limited, but is probably going to grow in the next years. Similarly, there are still several procedures in which the imaging technique is alternatively chosen between ICE and TEE, according to the operator’s experience and preference. “ICE-guided” interventional procedures include valvuloplasty and other more complex percutaneous valvular interventions, such as transcatheter aortic valve implantation and percutaneous MV repair. Considering its potential and its many applications, ICE will certainly play a fundamental role in the hybrid catheterization labs that are developing in the most advanced cardiology centers.

Regarding technological features, future challenges include further optimization of image resolution and ultrasound tissue penetration. Integration between ICE and electroanatomical voltage mapping has been discussed. Extension of the integration with other imaging techniques could lead to merging of echographic images with those obtained from cardiac magnetic resonance or CT. Finally, a further development of 3D ICE is expected. This could be particularly useful during several procedures including leads extraction. In this setting, a 3D real-time imaging of the intracardiac structures will allow direct visualization of the anatomical relationship between electrocatheters and tricuspid leaflets and, consequently, identification of lead and/or valvular vegetations.

Conclusion
ICE provides important information during invasive cardiac procedures. During the examination, the patient is awake, making the procedure more tolerable not requiring general anesthesia and also making the patient able to collaborate with the operator (informing about every symptoms, making Val-salva maneuver if requested, etc). ICE provides continuous and real-time monitoring of possible complications (eg, pericardial effusion or intracardiac/catheter thrombosis). Further advantages are represented by the reduction of procedural time and fluoroscopy time. Moreover, this system could be directly used by interventional operators without the presence of a dedicated sonographer. Its main disadvantage is represented by the additional cost, but a focused cost-effectiveness analysis should be performed. Regarding this issue, the reduction of procedural time, radiation exposure, and the early monitoring of complications achieved with ICE could be associated with an important long-term cost reduction. This feature, together with the continuous development of technology to further optimize the imaging of cardiac structures (eg, 3D imaging), defines ICE as a promising diagnostic tool for multiple interventional procedures.
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